Modernize your
data center!

Leverage Azure services to transform your legacy applications
Version 1.0

Using the right Azure
Services can improve
your workloads.
Azure is plenty of services that can modernize and optimize
your applications, whether they are legacy solution that
must remain on-premises or something you already lift-andshifted to the cloud.
Our Azure Advisory service can help you defining a roadmap to improve them.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

A traditional IT architecture is often
less scalable and efficient than a
modern cloud solution.

Through Azure services you can
improve the availability, efficiency
and security of your applications.
Additionally, thanks to hybrid
services like Azure Stack HCI and
Azure Arc, it’s not mandatory
anymore to move your applications
to the cloud.

Our modernization activity will
give you a clear overview of what
you application could be once redesigned, including estimation for
Azure consumption and project
costs and duration.

Modernize your data center
Improve your on-premises or virtual data center by
integrating it with Azure Services that can improve your
workloads.

DEFINE YOUR NEEDS
We’ll define your needs to
translate them into a modern
application, while leveraging
Azure services like Service Map to
define dependencies and
constraints.

INNOVATATE YOUR
APPLICATION
We'll design a modern solution
that can improve your business,
whether it's aimed at an onpremises or cloud data center.

ACCURATE ESTIMATION
We’ll give you a clear overview
about costs in term of Azure
consumption and project
activities involved in the
modernization process.

SoftJam S.p.A. Modernize your data center
& Microsoft Azure
Innovate your legacy applications by integrating modern Azure services, to reduce your effort
in managing your infrastructure and make it secure and scalable

PLATFORM AS A SERVICE

TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

SMART INNOVATION

Replace legacy services hosted on
virtual machines with managed
platforms to reduce the TCO.

The proposed solution will take
care of your actual pain points.

A pragmatic approach: let’s
introduce the architectural
changes that make a real
difference in your solution, leaving
apart what is cool but useless in
your scenario.

Modernize your data center
now!
Call for more information: +39 010 3624703
Ask a question via email: sales@softjam.it
Learn more

